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Decomposition and Convergence of Likelihood Ratios 
YORAM BARAM 
Department of Electrical Engineering, Tel-Aviv University, Ramat Aviv, Tel-Aviv, Israel 
The asymptotic behaviour of likelihood ratios is investigated by analyzing the 
two sequences obtained from Doob's decomposition f the log likelihood ratio 
sequence. Convergence of the likelihood ratio is implied by separate conditions 
on these sequences. 
l .  INTRODUCTION 
The asymptotic behaviour of likelihood ratios is fundamental to the study of 
decision procedures, such as hypothesis testing and maximum likelihood 
estimation. It has been shown for independent and identically distributed 
observations (e.g, Wald, 1949) and for ergodic Markov observations (Roussas, 
1965) that the likelihood ratio almost surely converges, o that the true parameter 
is chosen, if the corresponding probability density functions are not identical. 
However, conditions for more general dependent observations (e.g., Caines, 
1975, Baram and Sandell, 1978) are difficult to verify for non-standard cases. In 
this paper we show that the convergence analysis of likelihood ratios may be 
approached by analyzing the two sequences obtained from Doob's decomposition 
of the log likelihood ratio sequence. A restriction of this approach to stationary 
Gaussian processes was discussed in another paper (Baram, 1978). Here we 
present moregeneral results and demonstrate their applicability by a few 
examples. Proofs are provided in the Appendix. 
2. DECOMPOSING THE LIKELIHOOD RATIO 
Let U be an arbitrary s-field of events with two probability measures Po and 
P1 defined on it. Let (U~)~> o be a sequence of subfields of U, such that U~ 
contains U~-I,  and let Po.,~ and Pl,s be the restrictions of P0 and P1 to Un. 
We denote by a.s. P0 almost sure events with respect o the measure P0 and by 
EoUn conditional expectation given U~ with respect to P0 • Suppose that for each 
n, Po,~ and PI.n are mutually absolutely continuous, so that the ratios L~ 
dPl.~/dPo. ~ and L~/~_~ =~ L~/L~_a with L~/o = L 1 are well defined. (L~) is the 
likelihood ratio sequence of interest. We have L n = I~=IL~/~_ I ,  hence, 
logL~ = ~=1 l°gL~/m-~ " 
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Let us define 
I~ ~- EoG-1 logL,~m_ 1 (1) 
and 
J~ ~ LogL,~m_l -- In. (2) 
Also let 
Y. ~ ~ I~ (3) 
~n=l 
and 
Vn = ~ ]~.  (4) 
m=l 
Then 
log L,~ = Y~ + V~ 
is Doob's decomposition of the log likelihood ratio sequence. It is not difficult 
to see that (V~) is a G-martingale and (Y~) is a decreasing sequence (equiv- 
alently, Jm is a -Po-martingale difference sequence and I m is non-positive. The 
latter follows from the inequality 
3. CONVERGENCE OF THE L IKEL IHOOD RATIO 
Consider the following conditions 
(i) lim Yn = --oo a.s. Po 
n-+c~ 
(ii) lim inf V~ < oo a.s. Po 
THEOREM l. Under conditions (i) and (ii) 
EXAMPLE 1. 
(6) 
(7) 
limL~ ---- 0 a.s. Po. (8) 
Let (z~) be a sequence of independent and identically distri- 
buted real-valued random variables and let 
t zn2t fi(z,O = (2~rai2) -1/2 exp {-- 2-~j}' i = 0, 1, 
be two probability density functions for z~ on R. We have 
k(zn) 
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Direct calculation gives 
1 1 [ %2 __ 1) In=I=- -~ log  a12 
002 2 \ Ol 2 
and 
1 1 1 ). 
Jn = ~ ("o ~ --  ~,?) ( , , ?  ,~0 ~ 
Since (j~) is independent and identically distributed, employing the central 
limit theorem, it is not difficult to show that 
lim inf V~ ---= --  oo a.s. Po. 
(See the proof for the more general ergodic case in the Appendix.) Condition (ii) 
is thus satisfied. Using the inequality 
we get 
if and only if 
l oga<a- -1  if and only if a% 1 
I~ = I<O 
Condition (i) then readily follows. The convergence to zero of the likelihood 
ratio sequence then follows from Theorem 1. 
Since the convergence to zero of the likelihood ratio is of considerable interest, 
properties of the sequences (V~) and (Y~) deserve some attention. For obvious 
reasons we would like to translate conditions (i) and (ii) to conditions on the 
sequences (In) and (J~). For condition (i) to hold it is sufficient hat the sequence 
(In) not converge to zero. This seems to be the "strong" condition for conver- 
gence of the likelihood ratio. That condition (ii) is "mild" is demonstrated by the 
following results. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose that for any 0 >1 a > --o~ we have 
Eo{J.o} > - -  oo, (9) 
where 
na ----- inf{n: V~ < a}; (10) 
then 
l iminf  g,~ < oo. (11) 
f l~co 
Note that (9), hence, condition (ii), is immediately satisfied when the condi- 
tional likelihood ratio is uniformly bounded. 
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EXAMPLE 2. Let 
fo(Z. I z "-a) = fo(Zn I z.-1) = 
and 
k(~.  I ~"-*) = k(~- I  ~.-1) = 
g, ½~<~.~<1 
- o <~.  <~1 
\0, elsewhere 
I}' 0 ~Zn ~" ½10 ~Zn-1 < ½ 
-~, ½ <~ z,, <~ l 
½ ~<z~ ~< lJ ~ ~<z~-I K 1 
\0, elsewhere, 
be two conditional probability density functions for z~ on R. Then we get 
,, 1 } & = go {.og fo(Z,,-- I z'~-~) z'~-i 
f~ k (~ I ~'~-~ 
= log fo(Z,~ I ~ f°(z~ [ z~-~) dzn = --0,02 
both for 0 ~< Zn-~ < ½ and for { ~ zn-1 ~< 1. It is also seen that 
• k (z .  I z '~-1) 2 
J,~ = tog fo(Z,,-- I z'~-~) I,~ >~ log ~ + o, 02 = -0.21 
It follows that condition (i) and, by Theorem 2, condition (ii) are satisfied. Hence, 
by Theorem 1, 
,. A ( )  
l i ra  =- ~ 0 a .s .  P0  ' 
,--m fO(Z ~) 
The following result shows another situation in which condition (ii) is satisfied 
THEOREM 3. Let (Jn) be an ergodic sequence with a finite covariance and let 
(V,~) be defined by (4). Then 
lira inf V~ = --oo a.s. P0- (12) 
EXAMPLE 3. Let (z~) be a stationary process and let 
f~(z,~ 1zn-1) = (2~i2) -1/2 exp I (z~ --2~i 2~Ln) 2} i=0,1  
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be two families of conditional probability density functions for z~ on R, given 
z ~-1 ~- (z 1 ,..., z~_l) , where ~,~ = E i (z~ ]z "-1) and ai ~ = E i (z  ~ - -  ~;i.,~) 2, 
i = 0, 1. Employing the ergodic theorem, it is not difficult to see that a necessary 
and sufficient condition for almost sure convergence of th e likelihood ratio to 
zero is 
tlog f l (Zn j Zn--1)~ Eo fo(Z ~ ] z~_l)) =/: 0. 
This translates to the condition 
l@log0.o 2@ 0 +log0.12 , 
O"15 
where 
• (13)  
0 = Eo{(,~ n - -  ~1,n)2). 
Employing the results obtained above, we now show that a sufficient condition 
for convergence almost surely of the likelihood ratio is 0.1 v a 0.o. We have 
t I. =1 .+~,  
where 
and 
I ;  = I '  1 = ~ log 0.02 
0.12 
1 ( 0.0 2 _ 1]  
2 k el ~ ] 
In  " = (~'o,. - ~1 . . )  2 
20.12 
1 
J .  = w-~ [0.1 ~ - ~0 2 - (~ .  - ~0, . )  ~ + (~.  - s l , . )  2 - ( s0 , .  - ~1, . )2] .  
Z.U 1- 
Also 
Since Jn is ergodic, condition (ii) is satisfied by Theorem 3. In addition 
and 
if and only if 
I~ ~ 0 for all n 
I '  <0  
0.0 2 ~ 0.12. (14)  
Thus, we have uniformly for all n 
~n<0.  
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Hence, condition (i) is satisfied. It then follows from Theorem 1 that (14) is a 
sufficient condition for convergenc e of the likelihood ratio. Note that while the 
necessity and sufficiency of (13) follows from the ergodic theorem, the sufficiency" 
of (14) follows from a weaker ergodic property, namely, the central limit theorem. 
While (14) is merely sufficient, it is considerably simpler to verify than (13). 
CONCLUSION 
• The conyergence .to zero of a likelihood ratio sequence is implied by separate 
conditions on the sequences (In) and (Jn). Condition (ii)is guaranteed under 
either the stopping condition (9) or the ergodic assumption on the martingale 
difference sequence (J,,), but is certainly more general and may also hold for 
other interesting cases. Condition (i), which requires that the negative sequence 
(I,~) sums to --o% then becomes the convergence condition for the likelihood 
ratio sequence. 
APPENDIX  
Proof of Theorem 1. Since (L~) is a Po-martingale (Doob, 1953, p. 93) and 
since EoL,~ = 1 for all n, then (L~) converges to a finite limit a.s. Po (Doob 1953, 
p. 319). Suppose that outside of Po-null sets 
LimlogL~ = a > - -~  
then by (6) 
l imV•=a+ ~ = ~,  
n+c~ 
contradicting condition (ii). Thus 
li + gC  = - 
or  
limL~ = 0 
a.s. Po 
a.s. Po - 
Proof of Theorem 2. 
Let 
First note that (9) implies 
Eo{V~ } > -- oe. 
Vn a ~ Vmin(n ,na  ) , 
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V~-~- "inf(V~a, 0) ~< - -V , , - -a  
Eo{V~- } ~ i Eo{Vn~ } - -  a < ~.  
Now, since (V,~) is a P0-martingale, so is (Vn a) (Doob, 1953, p. 300). It follows 
that the sequence (V~ a) converges to a finite limit a.s. ZOo. (e.g., Bauer, 1972, 
p. 341). Let 
A~ --= {co ~ £2: inf V~(co) > a} 
and 
--oo 
A=UAa.  
a=~l  
If co ~ A then w ~ A~ for some a, say, ao. Then 
and then 
If wEA then 
The assertion follows. 
Proof  of  Theorem 3. 
Vn(co) = va°(co) fOa all n 
lim V~(co) = l im V~0(w) < oo. 
lim inf Vn(~o) -~ - -  oe. 
By ergodicity of (fn), the event 
{lim i~lf V~ > --oe} 
is invariant. Thus, either 
Po{lim inf V~ > --oe} = 0 
or  
Po{lim inf V~ > --oo} ~ 1. 
Obviously, we have that if 
lira inf V~ > -- oo 
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then 
lim inf n~ 2 > --  oo. 
Now, by the central imit theorem for ergodic martingale difference sequences 
(Billingsley, 1961), we have 
Hence 
yielding 
Thus 
RECEIVED: April 27, 
po l l im. V. _oot  1. 
Po{lim inf V~ > --oo} < 1, 
Po{lim inf V~ > --  oo} = O. 
lim inf V~, = --  ov a.s. Po. 
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